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Abstract

In this empirical study, we delve deep into the unexpected intersection of septic tank servicers,
sewer pipe cleaners, and the search for 'humble pi' in the state of Idaho. Utilizing data from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and Google Trends, our research team sought to shed light on this
peculiar correlation. Despite the initial skepticism and an abundance of dubious puns related to
the topic, our findings revealed a statistically significant correlation coefficient of 0.7422090 and
p  <  0.01  for  the  period  spanning  from 2004  to  2022.  Our  analysis  not  only  highlights  the
humorous side of statistical research but also uncovers a potentially fruitful avenue for further
investigation into the quirks of human behavior and internet search trends.

1.  Introduction

What do septic tank servicers, sewer pipe cleaners, and the search for 'humble pi' have in
common?  Well,  besides  being  an  odd  trio  that  you  probably  wouldn't  expect  to  see
hanging out together, they're also the focal points of our research in this paper. While
some may assume that the connection between these seemingly disparate entities is as
thin as a sewer pipe, our study aims to show that there might be more to it than meets the
eye - or the nose, in the case of septic tank servicers.

One might question why anyone would bother exploring such an obscure connection. But
as the old saying goes,  "Where there's  muck,  there's  brass" -  and in our case,  where
there's muck, there's also potentially some intriguing statistical patterns. We were inspired
to embark on this journey by the plethora of unexpected and amusing correlations that
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can emerge  from data  analysis.  After  all,  who wouldn't  want  to  uncover  a  statistical
nugget that's as delightful as finding a golden ticket in a pile of sewage?

The state of Idaho may not be the first place that comes to mind when pondering the
enigmatic  allure  of  'humble  pi'.  Nevertheless,  it  serves  as  the  backdrop  for  our
investigation, offering a tapestry of quirky trends and perplexing statistical associations.
Idaho  may  be  famous  for  its  potatoes,  but  our  study aims  to  put  it  on  the  map for
something entirely different - the tantalizing intertwining of labor statistics and Google
search queries.

To tackle this  unusual  inquiry,  we delved into the Bureau of Labor Statistics data  to
gather insights into the number of septic tank servicers and sewer pipe cleaners plying
their  trade  in  the  Gem State.  Simultaneously,  we  turned  to  the  ever-reliable  Google
Trends  to  track  the  frequency  of  searches  for  'humble  pi'.  Like  intrepid  explorers
navigating through uncharted statistical terrain, we sought to unravel the mystery behind
the correlation, armed with our trusty tools of regression analysis and hypothesis testing.

The  journey  ahead promises  to  be  as  captivating  as  it  is  unconventional,  leading  us
through a maze of numerical  intricacies and unexpected patterns.  So buckle up,  dear
reader, as we take you on a statistical adventure that's bound to pique your curiosity and
might even elicit a chuckle or two along the way.

2.  Literature Review

The  authors  find  intriguing  connections  linking  septic  tank  servicers  and sewer  pipe
cleaners with Google searches for 'humble pi' in Idaho. This unlikely trio has become the
subject of bemused curiosity and statistical inquiry. At first glance, one might assume that
the correlation between these entities is as tenuous as a sewer pipe in need of cleaning.
However,  our  investigation  promises  to  unearth  surprising  insights,  much  like
discovering a hidden treasure amidst a pile of sewage.

Smith et al. (2015) offer a comprehensive analysis of labor statistics across various states,
delving into the peculiarities of occupations that are often overlooked. While their study
does not explicitly explore the link between septic tank servicing, sewer pipe cleaning,
and mathematical humility, it provides a valuable backdrop for our research. The authors
provide a sturdy foundation for understanding the labor landscape, even if they did not
venture into the whimsical realm of 'humble pi' searches.

Doe and Jones (2018) investigate internet search trends in rural areas, shedding light on
the idiosyncrasies of online queries in less metropolitan settings.  Their  work sets  the
stage for our exploration of Idaho's digital escapades, where the pursuit of 'humble pi'
intertwines  with  the  activities  of  those  tasked with  managing septic  tanks  and sewer
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pipes. While the authors may not have anticipated such an association, their insights laid
the groundwork for our investigation into this unexpected correlation.

Turning to more lighthearted sources, "The Joy of Sanitation: A Comedic Compendium
of Waste Management Tales" by Wastington and Junkins (2017) offers a humorous take
on the world of waste management, providing anecdotes and jests that add levity to the
often malodorous realm of septic services and sewer maintenance. While their work may
not directly address mathematical inquiries, the levity and wit exhibited in their book
serve as a reminder that even the most odorous tasks can be approached with a sense of
humor.

On  a  more  fictional  note,  "The  Puzzling  Pies  Mystery"  by  Baker  (2019)  presents  a
whimsical tale of mathematical conundrums and culinary escapades, infusing the search
for 'humble pi' with a dash of mystery and intrigue. While the book may not reflect the
reality of Google searches or sanitation services, its playful approach to mathematical
themes offers a refreshing perspective on the subject matter at hand.

In the realm of animated entertainment, the cartoon series "Sewer Sleuths and Pi Pals"
and the children's  show "The Adventures  of  Humble Herbert"  both offer  imaginative
portrayals of sewer-related adventures and mathematical musings. While these programs
may  not  directly  address  the  specific  correlation  under  examination,  their  playful
engagement  with themes related  to  septic  systems and mathematical  concepts  adds  a
touch of whimsy to our exploration.

As we navigate through the literature and cultural representations related to our research
topic,  it  becomes  evident  that  the  intersection  of  septic  tank  servicing,  sewer  pipe
cleaning, and 'humble pi' searches is a topic that elicits both curiosity and amusement.
The unexpected juxtaposition of these elements ignites  a sense of wonder  and mirth,
prompting further inquiry and exploration into the quirks of human behavior and societal
trends.

3.  Research Approach

To unearth the perplexing correlation between the number of septic tank servicers and
sewer pipe cleaners in  Idaho and Google searches  for 'humble pi',  our research team
harnessed a multifaceted approach that combined rigorous statistical analysis with a dash
of quirkiness. The data collection process involved a blend of traditional methodologies
and  some  unconventional  tactics  that  might  raise  a  few  eyebrows  -  much  like  the
unexpected relationship we sought to unravel.

First and foremost, we scoured the digital landscape for relevant data. The Bureau of
Labor Statistics served as our trusty guide, providing comprehensive employment figures
for septic tank servicers and sewer pipe cleaners in Idaho from 2004 to 2022. Armed with
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this foundational information, we then turned our attention to Google Trends, the virtual
oracle  of  search  query  patterns.  By  mining  the  depths  of  Google's  search  data,  we
extracted the frequency of queries for 'humble pi' within the confines of the Gem State.

Now, here's where the research journey took a delightfully quirky turn. In our quest to
capture  the  essence  of  this  eccentric  correlation,  we  decided  to  incorporate  a  less
conventional data source – social media memes. As the digital sphere often serves as an
incubator for whimsical cultural phenomena, we couldn't resist delving into the realm of
humorous graphics and text-based jests. We combed through an array of social media
platforms to detect any discernible spike in 'humble pi' references that might align with
our primary data points. While seemingly unorthodox, this approach added a layer of
levity  to  our  investigation  and  enlivened  the  otherwise  somber  terrain  of  statistical
analysis.

With our eclectic arsenal of data in hand, we employed robust statistical techniques to
disentangle  the  enigmatic  relationship  between  the  variables.  Regression  analysis
emerged as our stalwart ally, providing a means to quantify the strength and direction of
the correlation. Through a systematic application of regression models, we teased out the
nuances of the association, seeking to reveal the underlying patterns that lay dormant
within the numerical tapestry.

Furthermore,  our  methodology  encompassed  hypothesis  testing,  offering  a  structured
framework  for  evaluating  the  statistical  significance  of  our  findings.  The  rigorous
scrutiny of p-values and confidence intervals served as our guardians against the lurking
specter  of  spurious  correlation,  ensuring  that  our  results  bore the stamp of  empirical
validity.

In  our  pursuit  of  elucidating  this  peculiar  confluence,  we  maintained  a  lighthearted
outlook and a willingness to embrace the unexpected. After all, the fusion of septic tank
servicers, sewer pipe cleaners, and 'humble pi' embodies the essence of serendipity – an
offbeat amalgamation that defies conventional logic and beckons the whimsical spirit of
statistical inquiry.

In  summary,  our  research  methodology  embarked  upon  a  winding  path,  blending
traditional data sources with a dash of digital humor to explore the uncharted nexus of
labor statistics and internet whimsy. With this unconventional approach, we embarked on
a  quest  to  illuminate  the  charming  correlation  that  unfolds  between  the  seemingly
unrelated entities in the state of Idaho.

4.  Findings
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The results of our investigation into the correlation between the number of septic tank
servicers and sewer pipe cleaners in Idaho and Google searches for 'humble pi' have left
us both surprised and tickled. Our analysis revealed a striking correlation coefficient of
0.7422090, with an r-squared of 0.5508743, and a p-value of less than 0.01. It seems that
there's more to this peculiar connection than just a sewage pipe dream!

In Figure 1, our scatterplot illustrates the robust relationship between the two variables,
showcasing a trend that's as clear as, well, a freshly cleaned sewer pipe. The data points
align themselves  in  a manner  that  would make any statistician raise  an eyebrow and
perhaps even crack a smile. Who knew that the quest for 'humble pi' could be intertwined
with the unglamorous yet vital work of maintaining septic systems and sewer pipes?

The  statistical  significance  of  our  findings  lends  credence  to  the  idea  that  there's  a
tangible link between these seemingly incongruous elements. It's a bit like finding the
unexpected  harmony  in  a  cacophony  of  statistical  noise,  leaving  us  with  a  sense  of
amusement and a newfound appreciation for whimsical data relationships.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

Our results not only confirm the presence of a meaningful correlation but also beckon
further exploration into the intricate dance between seemingly unrelated phenomena. This
discovery  prompts  us  to  ponder  the  idiosyncrasies  of  human behavior  and raises  the
question: what other delightful statistical oddities are waiting to be uncovered in the vast
expanse of data? The intersection of septic tank servicers, sewer pipe cleaners, and the
quest for 'humble pi' provides a compelling glimpse into the playful side of statistical
investigation, reminding us that even in the most unexpected places, statistical revelations
await.

The  unexpected  alliance  between  these  variables  challenges  us  to  think  outside  the
(septic)  tank  and  embrace  the  humorous  and  unconventional  aspects  of  statistical
analysis. As we continue to unravel the enigmatic threads of intertwined data, we remain
eager to unearth new insights and perhaps stumble upon further correlations that amuse
and astonish in equal measure.
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5.  Discussion on findings

Our findings have unveiled a correlation that is as surprising as finding a diamond ring in
a sewer—quite a gem! The statistically significant relationship between the number of
septic tank servicers and sewer pipe cleaners in Idaho and Google searches for 'humble
pi' has left us pondering not just mathematical constants but also the quirky intricacies of
human behavior and internet search trends.

Building on the insights of Smith et al. (2015) and Doe and Jones (2018), our results lend
empirical support to the whimsical notions of unearthing unexpected correlations in the
realm of labor statistics and internet quirkiness. Much like excavating buried treasure (or
septic  tanks),  our  research has shed light  on an intriguing relationship that  stirs  both
amusement and intellectual curiosity.

The robust correlation coefficient and p-value of our analysis reinforce the notion that
there is a tangible link between the maintenance of septic systems and sewer pipes and
the search for 'humble pi'. It's as if our data is telling us, "Hey, don't flush away this
connection—it's statistically significant!"

The scatterplot in Figure 1 not only depicts the strong relationship between the variables
but also serves as a visual reminder that statistical analyses can be as whimsical as a
clown in a sewer.  The alignment of data points parallels  the delight of discovering a
hidden Easter egg in a statistical dataset, enticing us to embrace the unexpected and revel
in the amusement of statistical sightseeing.

Our  findings  beckon  further  exploration  into  the  peculiar  dance  between  seemingly
disparate phenomena. It's  akin to stumbling upon a hidden carnival in the midst of a
statistical  fairground—an invitation to indulge in the playful side of data exploration,
where jest and significance coexist in uncommon harmony.

As we peer into this nexus of septic tank servicers, sewer pipe cleaners, and 'humble pi'
searches, we are reminded that statistical inquiry need not always be serious business.
Rather, it can be a whimsical adventure into the uncharted territories of human curiosity
and  internet  peculiarities.  Let  our  findings  serve  as  a  playful  nudge  to  embrace  the
delightful  oddities  that  await  discovery  within  the  vast  realm  of  data,  and  may  this
correlation be the first of many more humorous statistical surprises to come.

With our results in hand, we eagerly anticipate the further pursuit of statistical whimsy,
embracing the unforeseen revelations that beckon us to relish the humor and charm of
statistical analysis. After all, who knew that statistical inquiry could be as entertaining as
a circus in a sewer!
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6.  Conclusion

In  conclusion,  our  exploration  of  the  connection  between  the  number  of  septic  tank
servicers  and sewer  pipe  cleaners  in  Idaho and  Google  searches  for  'humble  pi'  has
unearthed  an  unexpectedly  robust  statistical  relationship,  leaving  us  equal  parts
bewildered  and bemused.  The juxtaposition  of  these  seemingly  unrelated  entities  has
illuminated a whimsical dance of data that is as confounding as it is comical.

Our findings not only add a touch of levity to the realm of statistical inquiry but also
underscore  the  unfathomable  idiosyncrasies  of  human  behavior  and  internet  search
trends. Who would have thought that beneath the surface of septic tank maintenance and
sewer pipe cleansing lies a statistical saga worthy of eliciting a hearty chuckle?

As we reflect on the peculiar correlation coefficient of 0.7422090 and the unmistakable
p-value of less than 0.01, we cannot help but marvel at the statistical symphony that has
emerged  from our  analysis.  It's  as  if  the  universe  conspired  to  weave  a  tapestry  of
numerical  whimsy,  beckoning  us  to  appreciate  the  unexpected  harmony  in  the  most
unlikely of places.

The  sight  of  our  scatterplot,  with  its  data  points  aligning  themselves  in  a  manner
reminiscent of a well-organized sewage system, serves as a testament to the delightful
surprises that statistical exploration can unveil. Our hearts are gladdened by the thought
that the pursuit of 'humble pi'  has found a quirky companion in the unglamorous yet
indispensable realm of septic tank servicing and sewer pipe cleaning.

In light of these revelatory findings, we are compelled to assert that further investigation
into this endearing enigma is unwarranted. The statistical merriment that has unfolded
before us stands as a testament to the capricious nature of data relationships, leaving us
with the resounding affirmation that no more research is needed in this area.
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